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As with any scientific journal that makes its new beginnings in a world of numerous journals, we too, EC Paediatrics (ECPE) are mak-

ing a beginning, with a hope to deliver, examine and introspect all critical, clinical and trivial issues that affect the developing child.

No doubt we have numerous journals, but the path we follow along with the necessities and the goals we set for ourselves defines the

entire make up of our ‘new’ baby. It’s here we promise and make sure to be different in a sea of journals, not just in content but in reach
and also the less hassles associated with timely publication for a prospective writer.

Children whom we love and adore so much are subject to numerous ailments, diseases and other infections; where we see their tears

but they are unable to explain the pain behind it. This gets more disturbing in complex disease scenarios, and in developing and malnourished strata, the problem gets pounded up.

The idea behind ECPE was to bring the Pediatricians and allied health professionals treating children from every nook and corner

of the globe to put in their views, reports and critiques. Though mainstream journals exist and publish material on this, but still there is a

lacuna or somewhat disproportionate representation from authors across places who can deliver much more with their views and material resources. Not just this, even the large paediatric population are in developing and third world countries where there is huge disparity
both in resources and the required systems needed to deliver them.

So, aiming from this issue, our journal will create the desired space for all the discerning contributors cut across from all parts of

globe to disseminate the scientific literature, case reports, executive summaries, short term studies etc., with a view to address the large
problems still lingering the paediatric population. This editorial mainly attempts to make a systematic effort in the thought process that

child health care is of utmost importance even with all its limitations when it comes to treating them; and lastly what better than the
month of November to start our new journey, especially myself coming from India, where this month and particularly 14th is celebrated
as ‘Children’s Day’.

To Quote

“Success is knowing what your values are and living in a way consistent with your values” –Danny Cox
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